
Spy vs Spy
feat. Luana

(Tron / Skelt!, Tron)

Plug in that telephone jack y’all
Log in to the network’s platform

Track’n’crack that backdoor
Attack’n’hack that firewall
Browsin’ the neighborhood
Thousands’o’files that could

Be devastatin’ but the
Mission is to allocate the

Agency’s database
Anciently his labour’s place

Finally entering the
Library renderin’ the
Binary code of the

Spy hurry, worry ’cause
On this side of the screen

You’re hunted by the mean machine

BRIDGE
They will take you to the one and zeros
Take you to the hall of famous heroes

Who is that defiant client
Nonchalant and uncompliant

Who’s so dumb and self-reliant
Arrogant to fight the giant

Entering the maze
Chase and erase

The friend’o’me now my enemy
In the memories’o’betta days

Impact is estimated
In twenty seven seconds

In fact, it escalated
Thousands’o’programs at present

Sound the retreat!
There’s no capacity to compete

Scan the LAN and find an
Exit to the WAN

Watch out, or you’ll land on their list
The secret agents dance their deadly twist

BRIDGE
They will break into a world of wonders
Turn it to a storm of roaring thunders
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Entering the internet
The phantom, Sir, it’s agent Red!

Sentinels, engage the web!



Agent Blue, defeat the threat!
Urgent, deploy!

Search’n’destroy!
He’s cloakin’ on horseback
As a Trojan source crack
Google round the planet

Fighting guards with a heart’o’granit
Attachin’ to an e-mail

Dispatchin’ to a female
Task manager, unmask
That amateur damager
You will never be secure

With your IP identity
I will endeavour to ensure
You’ll regret your serenity

Shall we play a game?
I don’t care about your nick name

Is it the gain’o’some fame?
It is a shame you became

An ordinary, so fanatic
Digital criminal

BRIDGE
They will break into a world of wonders
Turn it to a storm of roaring thunders

They will take you to the one and zeros
Take you to the hall of famous heroes
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